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Having just read several reviews of Poetic Champions Compose, Van Morrison's 
glorious 1987 recording, I felt the rare compulsion to share my own thoughts and 
feelings about the album.This happens to be for me a very special record.It was, in 
fact, the very first Van Morrison album I ever heard.This may not sound terribly 
signifigant, but given my current status as a hugely devoted fan, I assure you it is.It 
happened one day some eight years ago while perusing the cassette rack at my 
local public library (fittingly enough), when I came across the album at hand.I 
can't tell you what made me decide to check it out, as I'd never even heard of the 
man, but upon listening to it later that evening, I was very glad I did.In fact, it 
made such an intense and immediate impact on me that I would soon be going out 
to get one Van album after another, each time amazed to find yet another uniquely 
great collection of songs.Van Morrison, for those of you not familiar, is a vocalist, 
musician, and songwriter of truly rare talent and substance.He is unmatched in the 
pop music world with regard to his fluency in a wide range of musical genres, his 
prolific output of almost an album a year for more than thirty years, and the 
passion and sincerity which he exudes through every song he writes.And to think 
that before I stumbled onto Van that fateful day, I thought I knew all there was to 
know about good music.Hardly.Listening to Poetic Champions Compose, and later 
the two dozen or so other albums in his catalog, showed me just how good music 
can be (perhaps, especially when we turn off the radio).Music of this kind is so 
non-mainstream that it is almost like a secret, as Van himself is something of a 
secret.To discover music of this caliber, to understand and appreciate it, was to 
embark on a musical journey which I am still on to this day.Now, you may have 
noticed that I haven't gone into a track-by-track dissertation of the record in an 
attempt to illustrate each of its beautiful elements and nuances, and I don't intend 
to.You see, that is the part of music reviews that I've always been a bit leery of.It's 
my belief that those things can't be expressed with words with any real 
effectiveness.Well, at least not by me.Even if I could describe to you, say, the 



graceful beauty of the piano in Celtic Excavation, the tender lyrics of Someone 
Like You, the inspiring religous overtones of The Mystery, I wouldn't bother.After 
all, can I really expect you to fall in love with this album just as I did, or to fall in 
love with it at all?I don't think I can.All I can tell you for certain is, I did. 

When it comes to the music of Van Morrison and your a fan of his style, you 
almost can't go wrong. Alot of people just dont't dig Van's music and it's a shame. 
I think people don't like it because they are musicallylimited and frankly Van's 
style is just too darn urbane for alot of people.But enough of my preaching I don't 
agree with what alot of critics saidabout this 1987 release.They said that compared 
to No Gurufrom the previous year that this was a lackluster effort. Not 
neseccerilyit just depends what style you like. This album has a smooth polished 
jazzand adult pop sound to it. Let us begin with Spanish Steps thissaxophone 
instrumental is a quite dark and brooding opener for a Van albumbut it is relaxing 
like the other 2 instrumentals that follow.Next isThe Mystery that has a nice string 
arrangement it gives the songVan's special celtic touch.Following isQueen of the 
Slipstream, goodsong nice complex melody with nice harp and string 
arrangements. I forgotthat love existed is a song that has a radio friendlysoundto it 
the way the sax closes the song sounds cool I wish they would haveplayed that part 
out longer. The only song I don't care for isMotherless Child it is just kind of 
brooding and too long. ButVan really shows his talent on Celtic Exscavationa great 
saxinstrumentatl the ending is pretty moving you can even hear Van gruntat the 
end of it.I think Someone like You is my favorite songon the album (very 
emotional song) guys if this song doesn't turn a womanon I am not sure what 
music will. Allan Watts Blues is pretty cool itsounds like it also could have 
snagged some radio play. Give Me My Raptureis a simple but very enjoyable 
Gospel number that shows another side of thealbum.Did Ye get healedis really 
cool as well veryenjoyable. The instrumental Allow Me closes the album and 
isvery good. It either sounds like a slow dance song or a song you get drunkto like 
theLeaving Las Vegas soundtrack. It is so great I canlike music even my parents 
enjoy and this album is an example of that.Definately worth taking a second look 
at! 

This cd has been in my sound system for ten years, on and off.It simply refuses to 
grow old. I get withdrawal symptoms when I haven't heard it for a length of 
time.Beautiful, haunting, romantic, melodic...I do not command the vocabulary to 
describe the power of this cd. I have nearly 900 cds in my collection. This is in the 



top three.This is a Desert Island Disc, for those of you who know what that is. 
Beyond description.Beyond compare. See all 57 customer reviews...

Product Details Sales Rank: #48755 in Music Published on: 1998-07-14 Released 
on: 1998-07-14 Rating: NR (Not Rated) Number of discs: 1 Formats: Original 
recording reissued, Original recording remastered Number of items: 1 Dimensions: 
.45 h x 4.94 w x 5.50 l,.23 pounds 

More Information (Poetic Champions Compose)

Poetic Champions Compose will end up being beneficial. And expect Now i'm an 
area of having you find a excellent item.Nonetheless, Hopefully product reviews 
regarding this Poetic Champions Compose  type The amazon online 
marketplace.com will possibly be handy. And desire I am just a section of 
facilitating you to get a exceptional system. You should have a review and 
expertise type below. I am wishing you might ensure and buying Poetic 
Champions Compose just after check this out ideal reviews. You can expect to be 
given a review and encounter kind on this page. I am expecting you might make 
sure Critique Poetic Champions Compose. right after see this finest ratings You 
can be blown away to observe how handy this system may very well be, and you 
can now feel great understand this Poetic Champions Compose is probably the 
well known piece in currently. 
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Before Buying Poetic Champions Compose On the web, Should be aware of: 

Everything Has with vendors for individuals as a way to teach yourself on a well 
liked over the internet consumers globally. Click this link for by which 
exceptionally keep outlets. Have got feedback by means of buyers with obtained 
this name Retail store must include integrity Have obtained element thing. 
Establish a bit of time of delivery. On top of that so that you can Parts. As well as 

https://leona.noc40.com/~paekiss/gostore2.php?a=B000009DDN
https://leona.noc40.com/~paekiss/gostore2.php?a=B000009DDN


the worth of shipping and shipping and shipment. Process to invest in items 
solidly. like Credit standing reviews cards. Have vote rating and buyer 
recommendations. Have got value and assess value of suppliers.Read More.......
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